Trellix thinks security should be different, and so does our managed security service provider partner, One Source. We believe that commercial and enterprise customers deserve the same level of integrative offerings typically found only in Fortune 500 organizations. One Source has built their Managed Security Services offering on the Trellix platform to do just that by offering robust protection against both common threats and advanced attacks, safeguarding your organization’s assets.

Enhance security capabilities throughout your entire organization with managed services covering everything from internal employee training to incident detection and response.

- Managed Email Security
- Managed Endpoint Detection & Response
- Managed Network Security
- Security Awareness Training & Enablement
- Comprehensive Phishing Protection & Incident Response
- Threat Assessment
- General Consultation

With Trellix’s leading threat protection solutions and One Source’s expertise, you can increase security capabilities without the need for excessive infrastructure and talent investment.
Why Choose One Source?

One Source offers multiple expertly-staffed SOCs for in-house managed detection response. This allows them to not only alert you to breaches; but to remediate them as well, providing worry-free security.

With expertise in connectivity and IT infrastructure, One Source protects your business from cyberattacks on all fronts.

Gain access to the same threat intelligence as Fortune 500 organizations without the spend.

Investigate

Validate and prioritize threats using the latest security intelligence. One Source security experts conduct thorough assessments of all alert artifacts to determine the scope of incidents and extent of compromise.

Monitor & Detect

Mitigate damage and prevent spread by catching threats early. One Source security experts monitor your entire security ecosystem including endpoints, networks, and email to identify and detect malicious activities.

Respond

Contain threats rapidly with automated threat notifications and orchestrated security responses. One Source analysts are available to develop immediate, customized remediation plans and immunity recommendations to minimize breach impact.

Hunt

Proactively search for malicious threats, indicators, and zero-day vulnerabilities with leading-edge threat intelligence. One Source analysts carry out inspections of network traffic and endpoints, reducing dwell time and demonstrating a proactive approach to security.

Protect your most critical data and assets through managed detection and response.

For more information contact your Trellix sales representative or email us at OneSource@trellix.com

Take the next step toward living security with MDR:

Managed Detection & Response

Visit Trellix.com to learn more.